A Sample Magic Trick From the eBook:
Ask George

George Washington... a psychic, too?

**Effect:**

Show your friend a dollar bill and tell her to look at the serial number and to concentrate on just one of the numbers.

Tell her that George Washington wasn't *just* the first President of the United States, but he was also a psychic!

Ask her what the number was and after she tells you, you show her your prediction — *one that was already written on the dollar bill before you began!* *Carry this one in your wallet. It's a good one to do anytime!*

**What You Need:**

A specially-prepared dollar bill. (Of course, countries outside the U.S. should use their own currency.)

**The Preparation:**

Find a dollar bill with a serial number containing just three different numbers. (See photo.)
Next, place one number on George's forehead (a little to the left of his nose) and circle a different number on the lower-left serial number as seen on the above photo.

Then on the reverse side, write, "**George also chose '[place the value of the third digit here]'!**"

Now, fold the dollar in half with the front side showing out. (If you fold it over George's nose, the number on the forehead will not show on the right side when you show it.)

**The Method:**

This is a piece of cake. Ask your friend to look at the serial number of the dollar bill. Of course, you are showing her the upper-right serial number of the bill. Since there are only three choices, she chooses one.

Then, just show her the "prediction" on either the forehead, the circled serial number or the reverse of the bill.

**A note from Bryan:**

This is a great trick that you can do at the office, in class — just about anywhere. Carry it with you wherever you go, but never, ever repeat it for anyone who saw it before, of course!
Want More Amazing Magic Like This?

Bryan Dean has compiled over 240 pages of magic from his 34+ years as a magical entertainer in a new easy-to-do product:

**Learn Easy Magic** is a result of over 5½ years of writing magic tricks for About.com as their Magic & Illusion Guide.

Now, YOU can learn and do these amazing magic tricks for your friends, family or magic buddies.

**These aren’t your run-of-the-mill tricks you’ll find in the bookstore** — these are the best-of-the-best magic effects that Bryan Dean compiled that are entertaining and easy to do!

The trick you just learned, **Ask George** is in the eBook **Mind Reading Magic** (page 5), the first book (of four) in the **Learn Easy Magic** Collection. *(That book alone is a HUGE 46 pages of powerful magic that you CAN do!)*

Want To Know More?

**Just go here:** [www.LearnEasyMagic.com](http://www.LearnEasyMagic.com) and find out how you can OWN these amazing magic tricks in FOUR h-u-g-e eBooks.

**Plus, you get a Special Bonus:** *The Beginner’s Guide to Magic* — what you need to know to continue your magic journey!

**So, click here now** to find out how you can receive your copy of the **Learn Easy Magic** collection!